
Soil Fertility Workshop with Terra Park of Terra Firma Farm 
Sunday May 27th, 2018 

 
-Synthetic fertilizer kills the microorganisms in soil, every time you kill something in nature you 
inherit its work. 
-Soil is like a community, everyone has different jobs to make the community work.  We still 
don’t understand all of the jobs the microorganisms do! 
-Mantra of organic Agriculture: Feed the soil, not the plant. 
-Actively compost with right amounts of carbon and your compost will turn into a slow release 
fertilizer. 
-Your plants are not vegetarians ;) 
-Fish emulsion early in the spring (won’t take up nitrogen if it isn’t cool) or use it to boost if a 
plant is not doing well. 
-Unless you are doing soil tests and know exactly what you need, add a variety of things to your 
soil. 
-Mineral fertilizers in greenhouses (important real estate on the farm).  Terra uses Gaia Green 
Power Bloom (also great for getting big carrots!) 
-Soil Analysis at Growers Supply (about $75) 
-If your weeds are chickweed and lambsquarter you know you have fertile soil! 
-Clover grows where you need nitrogen.  Leave it and till it into the soil. 
-You want to build organic matter in the soil, one way is by covering the garlic in chopped up 
leaves and then turning them in. 
-Leaves and straw are great mulch. 
-Importance of crop rotation: every crop has different soil depth, you want crops that will 
scavenge for nutrients. 
-Squash, alliums and legumes are great for the soil. 
-Terra plants new beans every 7-10 days at the farm so she has continuous harvest. 
-They mow everything at the end of the season and till it in so all of the plant matter stays. 
-Mustard is a great cover crop for disease or pests. 
-Buckwheat as cover crop, let grow for about 6 weeks, 10 days after it flowers before cutting 
and turning in. 
-Rye suppresses weeds. 
-Oats and peas are winter kill and you can till in in the spring. 
-Terra uses Fieldstone in Armstrong to source seeds. 
-Steer manure is most useful. 
-Chicken manure with that has sawdust as bedding is great.  Use it as a fertilizer in small 
amounts (high in nitrogen). 
-Horse manure as amendment-still in chunks means it may be aged but it hasn’t fully 
composted. 
-Nitrogen: top growth, Phosphorus: roots and fruit (bone meal, rock phosphate (long term)), 
K-Potassium: frost tolerance, pest tolerance, seaweed meal, wood ashes right on the soil, bat 
guano. 



-Too much blood meal can disrupt soil life because it is quick release, go gently. 
-Most Revy soil is acidic so wood ashes and lime are useful.  Add lime in the fall. 
-Terra does her 2nd set of peas in mid June for back to school harvest. 
 


